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Abstract:
Note-taking is a universal activity among students because of
its benefits to the learning process. This research focuses on end-to-end
generation of formatted summaries of lecture videos. Our automated
multimodal approach will decrease the time required to create notes, increase quiz scores and
content knowledge, and enable faster learning through enhanced previewing. The project is
broken into three main components: the slide classifier, summarization models, and
end-to-end-process. The system beings by extracting important keyframes using the slide
classifier, a deep CNN. Then, unique slides are determined using a combination of clustering and
keypoint matching. The structure of these unique slides is analyzed and converted to a formatted
transcript that includes figures present on the slides. The audio is transcribed using one of several
methods. We approach the process of combining and summarizing these transcripts in several
ways including as keyword-based sentence extraction and temporal audio-slide-transcript
association problems. For the summarization stage, we created TransformerSum, a
summarization training and inference library that advances the state-of-the-art in long and
resource-limited summarization, but other state-of-the-art models, such as BART or PEGASUS,
can be used as well. Extractive and abstractive approaches are used in conjunction to summarize
the long-form content extracted from the lectures. While the end-to-end process and each
individual component yield promising results, key areas of weakness include the speech-to-text
algorithm failing to identify certain words and some summarization methods producing sub-par
summaries. These areas provide opportunities for further research.
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